QUESTIONS ON PROVERBS
Lesson 1
Read all the verses in each section and then circle whether the statement is true or false, and write down the verses that support your answer.

Value of Wise Sayings

When you receive instruction from someone wiser than you, you should simply accept it and live by it to be wise yourself.

T    F    _____________________________ Support Verses

Preeminence of God

Fear of the Lord

If you fear the LORD you will not sin, because you will be too afraid to do or say anything that could make the LORD angry with you.

T    F    _____________________________ Support Verses

Trust in God or self

A wise man does not see himself as wise.

T    F    _____________________________ Support Verses

Divine providence

We don’t need to plan in our life because the LORD will direct us.

T    F    _____________________________ Support Verses
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Lesson 2

Read all the verses in each section and then circle whether the statement is true or false, and write down the verses that support your answer.

Insight & Ignorance

Wisdom and folly
Fools get to have all the fun in life.
T  F
Support Verse

Dealing with fools
You should always correct fools when they are wrong so they are not wise in their own eyes.
T  F
Support Verse

Discernment and understanding
Being happy and joyful is easy for fools because they are not grieved by understanding wisdom.
T  F
Support Verse

Knowledge
If you don’t act quickly when an opportunity presents itself you will lose out.
T  F
Support Verse

Sharing & Responding to Wisdom

Advice and rebuke
Verbal correction is more likely to effect positive change than physical discipline
T  F
Support Verse

Value of advisors
We are able to make better decisions when we can get many different views on anything.
T  F
Support Verse

Discipline
Physical discipline should not hurt very much. It should be a gentle reminder to teach or they might hate you.
T  F
Support Verse

Lawkeeping
The person who obeys the law is happier than those who do not.
T  F
Support Verse

Repentance
If you try to hide your sin it will hurt you.
T  F
Support Verse
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Lesson 3
Read all the verses in each section and then circle whether the statement is true or false, and write down the verses that support your answer.

Good & Evil

Righteousness and wickedness
The thoughts and desires of those who practice righteousness are good and right.

T   F  __________________________ Support Verse

Integrity and perversion
People who pervert justice will have calamity fall upon them suddenly.

T   F  __________________________ Support Verse

Appropriate consequences
When disaster strikes a righteous person they will be able to endure it.

T   F  __________________________ Support Verse

Sincere Motivation

Motives and the heart
God is not concerned with what we think about, but only how we behave.

T   F  __________________________ Support Verse

False worship
If you don’t want to do the right thing it doesn’t matter if you go to church.

T   F  __________________________ Support Verse

Duplicity
You should always talk bad about an item you want to purchase so you can drive the price down and get the best deal and therefore be a good steward of your money.

T   F  __________________________ Support Verse
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Lesson 4
Read all the verses in each section and then circle whether the statement is true or false, and write down the verses that support your answer.

Concern for Others

Love and faithfulness
If I am confident of the right thing to do, I should not listen to those who might tell me to do something different.
T   F

Love, hatred, and compassion
The best way to get back at someone who doesn’t like you is to do something nice to them and make them feel guilty.
T   F

Kindness and mercy
What one person sees as mercy another might hurtful.
T   F

Overstaying welcome
You should always accept the invitation to stay at someone’s house for as long as they say they will put you up.
T   F

Concern for Self

Pride and humility
We should be proud of our Nation and heritage.
T   F

Selfishness
It is important that we don’t bother others and bear our own burdens.
T   F

Jealousy
Wrath and anger displayed is not as bad as being jealous.
T   F

Envy
We should not desire good things like another person has.
T   F

Greed
Money is the root of all evil.
T   F
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Lesson 5

Read all the verses in each section and then circle whether the statement is true or false, and write down the verses that support your answer.

Control of Self

Self-control
Someone who lacks self-control is more easily taken advantage of by others.

T    F    ________________________ Support Verse

Rashness
If you get really mad it is important to express your feelings right away.

T    F    ________________________ Support Verse

Temper and patience
If you understand the conflict you will be less likely to lash out at others.

T    F    ________________________ Support Verse

Drunkenness and gluttony
Wine and food tantalize the eyes and tongue but a wise man is not drawn to them.

T    F    ________________________ Support Verse

Adultery
It is easy to avoid adultery because you can see it coming.

T    F    ________________________ Support Verse

Prostitution
Prostitution is a victimless crime.

T    F    ________________________ Support Verse
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Lesson 6
Read all the verses in each section and then circle whether the statement is true or false, and write down the verses that support your answer.

Control of the Tongue

Wise and foolish talk
The way someone speaks isn’t always an indication of their heart.
T       F       Support Verse

Righteous and wicked talk
Choice words are food for the heart.
T       F       Support Verse

Appropriate speech
Praising a student will often reap bountiful rewards.
T       F       Support Verse

Maintaining silence
It is hard to speak many words without sinning.
T       F       Support Verse

Controlled speech
Gentle words are of little value when trying to denounce evil.
T       F       Support Verse

Flattery
A little white lie doesn’t do any harm if it makes someone feel good.
T       F       Support Verse

Slander and gossip
If you know something terrible it is better to never reveal it.
T       F       Support Verse

Hurtful talk
Good wholesome words never hurt someone’s feelings.
T       F       Support Verse

Quarreling
Fighting is normal, everyone does it, and it is good for releasing one’s emotions.
T       F       Support Verse

Lying
Sometimes the ends justify the means.
T       F       Support Verse

Power of the tongue
Sticks and stones may break my bones but words will never hurt me.
T       F       Support Verse
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Lesson 7
Read all the verses in each section and then circle whether the statement is true or false, and write down the verses that support your answer.

Disharmony & Strife

Solicitation to evil
It’s worse to lead others in wrong doing than to follow others in their evil.
T  F  ___________________________ Support Verse

Violence
Violent people will usually have violence done to them.
T  F  ___________________________ Support Verse

Murderers
We should make sure we take good care of a murderer until they are punished.
T  F  ___________________________ Support Verse

Revenge
We should respond in kind to anyone who attacks us or hurts us.
T  F  ___________________________ Support Verse

Dissension and strife
When disputes arise sometimes we should draw straws to choose who will win.
T  F  ___________________________ Support Verse

Meddling
We must help people settle their disputes like Paul urged Timothy with Euodia & Syntyche.
T  F  ___________________________ Support Verse

Honesty

Truthfulness
Sometimes lies are necessary in order to not hurt someone’s life.
T  F  ___________________________ Support Verse

Accurate weights
God knows when you cheat someone even if it is imperceptible to them.
T  F  ___________________________ Support Verse

Boundary stones
No one is hurt if you move your fence a few feet into your neighbor’s yard.
T  F  ___________________________ Support Verse

Wrongfully attained gains
One cannot do any good with money gained by dishonesty.
T  F  ___________________________ Support Verse

Bribery
Everyone in politics has to take bribes to be elected.
T  F  ___________________________ Support Verse
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Lesson 8
Read all the verses in each section and then circle whether the statement is true or false, and write down the verses that support your answer.

Justice

False witnesses
A witness should lie if it leads to justice being done.
T F
Support Verse

Open-mindedness
We rarely make judgments about issues when only one side is telling us the story.
T F
Support Verse

Judicial justice
There will be no real justice until one stands before God.
T F
Support Verse

Economic Well-Being

Wealth and poverty
A faithful man will abound with riches.
T F
Support Verse

Benevolence and generosity
Whatever one gives to the poor will return to them by the Lord.
T F
Support Verse

Oppression of the poor
A rich nation like the U.S. should give a minimum amount of money to every poor person.
T F
Support Verse

Industriousness
Poverty usually is linked to laziness.
T F
Support Verse

Conservation
We should use only as much of our resources as needed.
T F
Support Verse

Surety for another
You should never co-sign a loan for someone else.
T F
Support Verse
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Lesson 9
Read all the verses in each section and then circle whether the statement is true or false, and write down the verses that support your answer.

Persons & Attributes

Parents and children
Children are not responsible for their parents’ sorrow.

T  F  Support Verse

The elderly
We should be proud of our gray hair, it means were wise.

T  F  Support Verse

Women and wives
A woman can’t be prudent and contentious.

T  F  Support Verse

Kings and rulers
A king affects the behavior of those who work for him.

T  F  Support Verse

Messengers
If we trust an unfaithful person with any responsibility we will suffer because of it.

T  F  Support Verse

Companions
Our friends are a reflection of us.

T  F  Support Verse
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Lesson 10

Read all the verses in each section and then circle whether the statement is true or false, and write down the verses that support your answer.

Various Concerns

Caution
If we are wise we will know when to avoid certain situations.

T   F

Support Verse

Reputation
It takes a long time to earn a good reputation and a short time to ruin it.

T   F

Support Verse

Courage
The wiser someone is the more courage they will have.

T   F

Support Verse

Hope
We always have the hope of the hereafter, even if we act like fools.

T   F

Support Verse

Various Observations

Joy and grief
If someone is really sad we should do everything we can to cheer them up and make them laugh.

T   F

Support Verse

Good news
Good news can make us healthier.

T   F

Support Verse

Curiosity
We should rid ourselves of curiosity.

T   F

Support Verse
Proverbs Chapter 30 & 31

1. What did the speaker say about God's words? (30:5-6)

2. What two things did the speaker ask of the Lord? Why? (30:7-9)

3. What four things are never satisfied? (30:15-16)

4. What four things did the speaker not understand? (30:18-19)

5. What do we learn from the four things that are wise though small? (30:24-28)

6. On what did Lemuel’s mother warn her son not to waste strength? (31:2-3)

7. What should kings avoid? Why? (31:4-5)

8. To whom did the author say to give strong drink and wine? Why? (31:6-7)

9. On whose behalf should we speak up? (31:8-9)

10. What is an excellent wife worth? (31:10)

11. What does her husband think of her? (31:11)

12. What does she do for her household? (31:21-27)

13. What does her family do for her, and what does she deserve? (31:28-31)

14. What is wrong with charm and beauty? (31:30)